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No long ago, the school was considered by itself being a part of the local community it belongs to: living, working, rejoicing, growing or worrying together with this, through and for it. Once with the perspective of the integration of Roumania to the European Union, the concept of community to which a school belongs to, receives new values. The present study illustrates this reality including the concrete and original results: a school from a commune in Iași county understands the need for support of the local community, being hunted by unemployment, whose children often abandon school from this reason. The school applies for funds of the European Union, through a PHARE – RICOP project for groups of unemployed persons, and though it had got any experience in the field of projects or own funds, it succeeds in carrying out successfully the proposed project, becoming an example also for other schools in the same situation. The school manages to solve a part of the problems of the local communities and of the school itself, provides hope for the many, helpless, needy persons, builds a collective open to implement also other projects, establishes especially the links between this small school, situated in a disfavored region, outside the town, and the local, district, national authorities and the representatives of the European Union, although no one believed they could be established.